Legal
Specialist knowledge, state-of-the-art security

Expertise and experience
you can rely on
Precision and accuracy are vital when it comes to legal documentation. Our team of experienced legal specialists create
meticulous and accurate texts and are familiar with the finest details of the legal systems involved. CLS Communication
provides a full range of services you can rely on, from translation to interpretation and full litigation support.

Comprehensive knowledge
Our linguistic quality and specialist expertise in law and finance have made us the partner of choice for some of the world’s leading
law firms and financial institutions. Your communication needs are served by proven experts with in-depth knowledge of the relevant
legal systems and terminology.
Specialist legal texts
Court documents
Judgements
Opinions
Witness statements

General legal texts
Affidavits
Evidentiary documents
Patents

Press releases
Marketing brochures
Training materials
Foreign correspondence
Websites
Internal communication

Versatile service range
We offer comprehensive solutions for all available language combinations. You can also take advantage of complete language
support during the e-disclosure process, in addition to a wide range of individual services.
Our services
Translation
Quality assurance
Certified and legalised translations
Simultaneous and consecutive interpreting

Document review
Summarising services
Machine translation
Editing

Terminology databases
Project management
Desktop publishing
Copywriting

State-of-the-art security
The legal sector requires the handling of highly confidential documents and sensitive content. Our technology solutions maximise
efficiency in accordance with the strictest security standards, offering the highest possible level of protection combined with top
service performance.
Security and efficiency
Secure machine translation
Systems integration

Online specialist dictionaries
All levels of confidentiality

Your partner of choice
With offices all over the globe, we can fulfil your language requirements to order and around the clock. For further information
please contact us at www.cls-communication.com
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Encrypted data transfer
Audited processes

